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婦人大全良方（南宋  陳自明）  

Compendium of Excellent Treatments For Women (Chén Zìmíng, 1237) 
卷之一：調經門  

Volume One: Entry on Attuning Menstruation 
 

月經緒論第一  
I.1 Preface: The Menstrual Period 
Line One 
 （一）凡醫婦人，先須調經，故以為初。 
（二）岐伯曰︰女子七歲腎氣盛，齒更發長；二七而天癸至，任脈通，

太衝脈盛，月事以時下。 
（三）天，謂天真之氣降；癸，謂壬癸，水名，故云天癸也。然衝為

血海，任主胞胎，腎氣全盛，二脈流通，經血漸盈，應時而下。 
（四）所以謂之月事者，平和之氣，常以三旬一見，以像月盈則虧也。 
（五）若遇經脈行時，最宜謹於將理。將理失宜，似產後一般受病，

輕為宿疾，重可死矣。 
1) In all cases of medically treating women, you must first attune the menstrual period, 
therefore this topic is placed at the beginning here. 
2) Qí Bó said: When girls are in their seventh year, their kidney qì is exuberant, they get 
their adult teeth and their hair grows long. At two times seven, their Heaven’s guǐ arrives, 
the flow in the rènmài has opened up, and the flow in the great chōngmài is exuberant. 
Because of this, the monthly affair descends at the proper time. 
3) “Heaven” is a reference to the descent of the genuine qì of heaven. Guǐ is a reference 
to réngǔi, which is the name of a type of water, therefore it is called “Heaven’s guǐ.” 
Now, the chōngmài is the Sea of Blood, and the rènmài governs the uterus. [At this time,] 
kidney qì is complete and exuberates, the two vessels flow freely, and the menstrual 
blood gradually fills up and descends in accordance with the proper timing. 
4) The reason why we refer to it as the monthly affair is that when the qì is balanced and 
harmonious, [the period] normally appears once every 30 days, just like the waxing and 
waning of the moon. 
5) If you happen to encounter them when their menses are flowing, you must be 
particularly cautious in their care. If their care is not as it should be, then it is just like 
how they contract illness after giving birth. In mild cases, it becomes a chronic complaint; 
in serious cases, it can lead to death! 
 
Line Two 
（一）蓋被驚則血氣錯亂，經脈斬然不行，逆於身則為血分、癆瘵等

疾。 
（二）若其時勞力，則生虛熱，變為疼痛之根。 
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（三）若恚怒則氣逆，氣逆則血逆，逆於腰腿，則遇經行時腰腿痛重，

過期即安也。逆於頭、腹、心、肺、背、脅、手足之間，則遇經行時，

其証亦然。 
（四）若怒極則傷肝，而有眼暈、脅痛、嘔血、瘰癧、癰瘍之病，加

之經血滲漏於其間，遂成竅穴淋瀝無有已也。 
（五）凡此之時，中風則病風，感冷則病冷，久而不愈，變証百出，

不可言者。 
（六）所謂犯時微若秋毫，感病重如山嶽，可不畏哉﹗ 
1) If they are exposed to fright, their blood and qì becomes chaotic and the flow in their 
channels is cut off and unable to move. Moving counterflow in the body, it creates 
diseases in the blood level or conditions like consumption. 
2) If they overexert themselves physically during this time, this creates vacuity heat, 
which transforms into the root of soreness and pain. 
3) If they feel rage or anger, the qì moves counterflow, and when qì moves counterflow, 
so does blood. If the blood moves counterflow into the lumbus and legs, they will suffer 
from pain and heaviness in the lumbus and legs during the time of their menstrual period, 
which will stop when the period is over. If the blood moves counterflow into spaces in 
the head, abdomen, heart, lungs, back, rib-sides, or hands and feet, their symptoms will 
also be likewise at the time of her menstrual period. 
4) If the anger is extreme, this damages the liver, and as a result you will see dark rings 
around the eyes, rib-side pain, vomiting up blood, scrofula, welling abscesses and sores. 
If this is compounded by channel blood seeping and trickling into the spaces in between, 
subsequently this will turn into continuous and never-ending dribbling and dripping from 
any orifices. 
5) In all cases, if they are struck by wind during this time, they will fall ill with wind 
disease, if they get cold, they will fall ill with cold disease and if either of these continues 
for a long time without being cured, it will transform into unspeakable symptoms that 
will manifest in the hundreds. 
6) What we might refer to as trifling like autumn down during the time of the 
transgression will become serious like the highest mountain peaks when the illness is 
contracted. How can you not fear this! 
 
 
精血篇第二  
I.2 Chapter on Essence and Blood 
Line One 
（一）飲食五味，養髓、骨、肉、血、肌膚、毛髮。 
（二）男子為陽，陽中必有陰，陰中之數八，故一八而陽精升，二八

而陽精溢。女子為陰，陰中必有陽，陽中之數七，故一七而陰血升，

二七而陰血溢。 
（三）皆飲食五味之實秀也。 
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（四）方其升也，智慮開明，齒牙更始，發黃者黑，筋弱者強。 
（五）暨其溢也，凡充身體、手足、耳目之余，雖針芥之歷，無有不

下。 
（六）凡子形肖父母者，以其精血嘗於父母之身，無所不歷也。是以

父一肢廢，則子一肢不肖其父；母一目虧，則子一目不肖其母。 
（七）然雌鳥、牝獸無天癸而成胎，何也？鳥獸精血往來尾間也。 
1) The five flavors in food and drink nurture the marrow, bones, flesh, blood, skin, and 
hair on the body and head. 
2) Men are yáng, but there must be yīn within yáng. Eight is a number associated with 
yīn, hence their yáng essence rises at the age of one times eight and spills over at the age 
of two times eight. Women are yīn, but there must be yáng within yīn. Seven is a number 
associated with yáng, hence their yīn blood rises at the age of one times seven and spills 
over at the age of two times seven. 
3) Both of these are the fruition and bloom of the five flavors from food and drink. 
4) Now regarding the rising [of qì and blood], wisdom and consideration begin to shine, 
the change of new teeth is coming in, hair that was yellow turns black, and sinews that 
were weak become strong. 
5) When we get to the spilling over [of qì and blood], this means that they fill all the odd 
places in the body, hands and feet, and ears and eyes, even reaching places as tiny as 
needles or mustard seeds, none are left out. 
6) Concerning the rule that children’s physical bodies resemble those of their father and 
mother, this is due to the fact that their essence and blood is a sacrificial offering from the 
bodies of their father and mother, and there is nothing that is not passed on. For this 
reason, when the father has a limb that is crippled, the child will have one limb that is not 
a smaller version of the father’s limb; and when the mother has an eye that is deficient, 
the child will have one eye that is not a smaller version of the mother’s eye. 
7) And yet, the females of birds and beasts do not have a Heavenly guǐ and yet they are 
able to create a fetus. How is this? It is because in birds and beasts, the essence and blood 
come and go from the space by the tail. 
 
Line Two 
（一）精未通而御女以通其精，則五體有不滿之處，異日有難狀之疾。

陰已痿而思色以降其精，則精不出而內敗，小便道澀而為淋。 
（二）精已耗而複竭之，則大小便道牽疼，愈疼則欲大小便，愈便則

愈疼。 
（三）女人天癸既至，逾十年無男子合，則不調；未逾十年，思男子

合，亦不調。不調則舊血不出，新血誤行或漬而入骨，或變而之腫，

或雖合而難子。 
（四）合男子多則瀝枯、虛人；產乳眾則血枯殺人。 
（五）觀其精血，思過半矣。 
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1) If the flow of essence has not yet opened up and yet [the young man] “rides” a woman 
and thereby opens up the flow of his essence, the limbs and head will have places where 
they are not full, and on some later day there will be problems associated with difficulty 
in giving shape. If his yīn is already wilted and yet he thinks of sexual intercourse and 
thereby causes his essence to descend, the essence will not come out but rot on the inside, 
causing roughness in the path of the urine that turns into strangury. 
2) If his essence is already consumed and then he exhausts it even further, there will be 
pain stretching from the path of the feces to that of the urine. The more pain he 
experiences, the more he will want to defecate and urinate, and the more he defecates or 
urinates the more pain there will be. 
3) In women, if the heavenly guǐ has already arrived and she passes through ten years 
without uniting with a man, she will not be attuned. If she has not yet passed through ten 
years and thinks of uniting with a man, she will not be attuned either. When she is not 
attuned, old blood will not exit and new blood will flow incorrectly, possibly seeping into 
the bones, or transforming into swellings, or she will have problems bearing children 
even though she is uniting with a man. 
4) If she unites with men too frequently, the result will be dribbling desiccation, and it 
will make the person vacuous. If she gives birth and breastfeeds numerous times, the 
result will be blood desiccation, which will kill her. 
5) Simply observe [the person’s] essence or blood and you know most of what there is to 
know! 
 
 
《產寶方》序論第三  
I.3 Preface from the Treatments from the Childbirth Treasure 
Line One 
（一）大率治病，先論其所主。男子調其氣，女子調其血。氣血，人

之神也，不可不謹調護。 
（二）然婦人以血為基本，氣血宣行，其神自清。 
（三）所謂血室，不蓄則氣和；血凝結，則水火相刑。 
（四）月水如期，謂之月信。不然血凝成孕，此乃調燮之常。 
1) As a general guideline, in treating disease, you first discuss that by which [the patient] 
is ruled. In men, you attune the qì; in women, you attune the blood. Qì and blood are the 
shén of the person. You must exercise great caution in attuning and protecting these. 
2) Now women have blood as their foundation, and when qì and blood move swiftly, 
their shén is naturally clear. 
3) What is referred to as the chamber of the blood, if [the blood] does not collect there, 
her qì is harmonious. If the blood congeals and binds [on the other hand], water and fire 
will torture each other. 
4) If the menstrual fluids are on schedule, we call this “trust in the moon.” If it is not like 
this, this means that the blood is congealing and forming a pregnancy. This then is the 
healthy state of harmonious attunement. 
 
Line Two 
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（一）其血不來，則因風熱傷於經血，故血不通。 
（二）或外感風寒，內受邪熱，脾胃虛弱，不能飲食。食既不充，榮

衛抑遏，肌膚黃燥，面無光澤，時發寒熱，腹脹作痛，難於子息。 
（三）子藏冷熱，久而勞損，必挾帶下，便多淋瀝，忽致崩漏。 
（四）經云︰腹中如塊，忽聚忽散，其病乃癥；血涸不流而搏，腹脹，

時作寒熱，此乃成瘕。 
（五）或先後爽期，雖通而或多或寡，究病之源，蓋本於此。 
1) If her blood does not come, this means that her blood is unable to flow through 
because wind heat has damaged the blood in the channels. 
2) Maybe she has externally contracted wind cold, or internally received evil heat, her 
spleen and stomach are vacuous and weakened, and she is unable to eat and drink. If she 
does eat, she is unable to become full [eat enough?], her yíng provisioning and wèi 
defense impede and obstruct each other, her skin becomes yellow and dried out, her face 
becomes lusterless, she has intermittent effusions of cold or fever, her abdomen is 
distended and painful, and she will have difficulty bearing children. 
3) If the uterus contracts cold or heat and this situation becomes chronic and is 
compounded by injury from overwork, her condition will invariably be complicated by 
vaginal discharge and then increased dribbling which suddenly turns into flooding and 
spotting. 
4) The Classic says: “If there is something in the abdomen like lumps, now gathering 
now dispersing, this constitutes the disease of concretions. If the blood dries up, unable to 
flow, and then is struck, there will be abdominal distention and intermittent cold or heat. 
This then will turn into accumulations. 
5) Perhaps [the menses occur] before or after, outside of their proper schedule, or even 
though the flow is opened up, it is either excessive or deficient, when you investigate the 
source of the disease, it is always rooted in this. 
 
。。。 
 
 
月水不調方論第五  
I.5 Discussion of Treatments For Unattuned Menses 
（一）夫婦人月水不調者，由勞傷氣血致體虛，風冷之氣乘也。 
（二）若風冷之氣客於胞內，傷於衝任之脈，損手太陽、少陰之經。 
（三）衝任之脈皆起於胞內，為經絡之海。手太陽小腸之經、手少陰

心之經也，此二經為表裡，主上為乳汁，下為月水。 
（四）然則月水是經絡之余，若冷熱調和，則衝脈、任脈氣盛，太陽、

少陰所生之血宣流依時而下。 
（五）若寒溫乖適，經脈則虛。若有風冷，虛則乘之，邪搏於血，或

寒或溫，寒則血結，溫則血消。 
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（六）故月水乍多乍少，故為不調也。 
1) Women’s conditions of unattuned menses are caused by overwork damaging the qì 
and blood, which results in vacuity of the body that is then exploited by the qì of wind or 
cold. 
2) If the qì of wind or cold invade the inside of the uterus, it causes damage to the chōng 
and rèn vessels and injures the hand tàiyáng and shàoyīn channels. 
3) The chōng and rèn vessels both begin inside the uterus and constitute the Sea of the 
channels and network vessels. The hand tàiyáng small intestine channel and the hand 
shàoyīn heart channel, these two channels stand in an exterior-interior relationship and 
are in charge in the upper body of making breast milk and in the lower body of making 
menstrual fluid. 
4) That being so, the menstrual fluids are the excess [of the contents] of the channels and 
network vessels. If cold and heat are attuned and harmonious, the qì in the chōng and rèn 
vessels is abundant, and the blood that is generated in the tàiyáng and shàoyīn channels 
flows smoothly and descends in accordance with its proper timing. 
5) If cold or warmth have been contrary to what they should be, the channels and vessels 
become vacuous. If there is wind or cold present, this vacuity is then exploited by them, 
and the evil strikes the blood, whether it is cold or warmth. In the case of cold, the blood 
binds; in the case of warmth, the blood is dispersed. 
6) For this reason the menstrual fluids are now excessive now scanty and therefore 
become unattuned. 
 
。。。 
 
 
月水不利（不流利也）方論第十一  
I.11 Discussion of Treatments For Inhibited Menses 
（一）夫婦人月水不利者，由勞傷血氣，致令體虛而受風冷，客於胞

內，損傷衝任之脈，手太陽、少陰之經故也。 
（二）衝任之脈，為經脈之海，皆起於胞內。手太陽小腸之經、手少

陰心之經也，此二經為表裡，主下為月水。 
（三）風冷客於經絡，搏於血氣，血得冷則壅滯，故令月水來不宣利

也。 
（四）診其脈，寸口弦，苦腹痛，主月水不利，孔竅生瘡。 
（五）又肝脈沉，是厥陰經也。沉為陰，主月水不利，腰腹痛。 
（六）尺脈滑，血氣實，經絡不利。 
（七）又尺脈來而斷絕者，月水不利也。 
（八）寸關調如故，而尺脈絕不至者，月水不利也，當患小腹引腰痛，

氣滯上攻胸膈也。 
1) Women’s conditions of inhibited menses are caused by overwork damaging the blood 
and qì, which causes vacuity in the body, as a result of which she contracts wind or cold. 
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These invade the inside of the uterus and injure the chōng and rèn vessels and hand 
tàiyáng and shàoyīn channels. 
2) The chōng and rèn vessels are the Sea of the channels and vessels and both begin on 
the inside of the uterus. The hand tàiyáng small intestine vessel and the hand shàoyīn 
heart channel, these two channels stand in an exterior-interior relationship and are in 
charge of the menstrual fluids in the lower body. 
3) When wind or cold invade the channels and network vessels and strike the blood and 
qì, if the blood contracts cold, the result is congestion and stagnation. This prevents the 
menses from arriving smoothly and freely. 
4) When you diagnose the pulse, the cùnkǒu pulse will be stringlike, and she will be 
suffering from abdominal pain. This [pulse] governs inhibited menses and sores being 
engendered in the orifices. 
5) Again, the liver pulse will be deep, which is precisely the juéyīn channel. Depth means 
yīn, and [this pulse] indicates inhibited menses with lumbar and abdominal pain. 
6) If the chǐ pulse is slippery, her blood and qì are replete and her channels and network 
vessels are inhibited. 
7) Again, if the chǐ pulse comes and then breaks off, this means inhibited menses. 
8) If the cùn and guān pulses are attuned as always, but only the chǐ pulse is cut off and 
does not arrive, this means inhibited menses. [In that case], she must [also] be suffering 
from pain in the lesser abdomen pulling to the lumbus and from qì stagnating and going 
up to attack the chest and diaphragm. 


